WEEK 2: Thu Feb 8 & Fri Feb 9 | Rivera Library A0101A & Zoom

DIGITAL LEARNING

MODELS & EXAMPLES

Thu, Feb 8 | 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Hybrid Learning Models

Covadonga Lamar-Prieto
Travel Abroad & Social Media, Hispanic Studies

Corrie Neighbors
Online Discussion & Breakout Groups, Geoscience

Universal Design for Learning: Representation

Giving learners content in a variety of formats to build disciplinary knowledge

Peter Graham
Group Assignments & Mobile Polling, Philosophy

Eddie Corneaux
Microlectures & Social Media, Education

Nicolas Barth
Tablets in Field Mapping, Geology

Fri, Feb 9 | 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Digital Pedagogies | Praxis

Course Gallery: Appreciative Inquiry Activity
iLearn LMS & Canvas LMS
QM Framework

Nuts & Bolts of the Flipped Classroom
Discussion boards, Microlectures, Self-graded quizzes, Active learning techniques

Discussion: Clickers
Polling Devices & Other Applications
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